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Respecting Rights
The policy is written with consideration to our school commitment to the Rights of the Child
and our achievement of being a Rights Respecting School. It complies with Article 28 of the
UNCRC ‘Every child has the right to an education’ as well as Article 29 ‘Education must develop
every child’s personality, talents and abilities to the full.’ Although direct reference to this is
not continuously made, the policy has been written with full awareness of our responsibility
and commitment to children’s rights.
Purpose of study
The aim of history teaching at Lady Margaret Primary School, is to stimulate the children’s
interest, curiosity and understanding about the past. Through the curriculum, pupils will gain
a knowledge and understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. We teach
children a sense of chronology and through this develop a sense of identity and an awareness
of the challenges of their time. Teaching should equip children to ask questions, think
critically, weigh evidence and develop perspective and judgement. History teaching should
help pupils to understand the complexity of pupil’s lives, the process of change, the diversity
of societies and the relationship between different groups.
LMPS themes
At Lady Margaret Primary School, each unit of work is linked to the four key themes across the
school: Legacy, morality, power and sustainability. By linking each unit of history to the four
key themes, the children are posed questions about how they can make a change individually,
as a class or as a school. In effect, children are able to use the themes to reflect back on and
recall previously taught units in earlier years. If a theme applies to the lesson, a slide should be
dedicated to this in the introduction. In KS2, pupils demonstrate their historical knowledge and
understanding linked to the four school themes.
Aims
• To develop an interest in the past and an appreciation of human achievements and
inspirations.
• To learn about some of the major issues and events in their own country and the world and
how these events may have influenced each other.
• To develop an understanding of the concepts of time and chronology.
• To understand how the past was different to the present and the people of other times and
places may have had different values and attitudes from our own.
• To understand that events have usually a multiplicity of causes and that historical
explanation is provisional, always retractable and sometimes controversial.
• To stimulate the imagination.
• To communicate clearly employing a wide range of media.
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Planning and Progression
The units studied across this year can be found in the history overview which is located on
the staff shared drive and is accessible to all. Each unit comes with its own knowledge map
which states the key skills children will be covering, key vocabulary, alongside the sticky
knowledge children should have by the end of the topic and exciting book links. History units
studied across the school are linked clearly with the national curriculum and then assigned to
a year group based on their high-quality core text and relevance to the children. Detailed prior
knowledge is featured on each MTP which clearly denotes previous skills and learning that
the children can recall and bring to the current studied topic.
EYFS
Children will begin to learn about History through Understanding of the World (People and
Communities) this will also link to Communication and Language.
Understanding the World, involves guiding children to make sense of their physical world and
their community through opportunities to explore, observe and find out about people, places,
technology and the environment. By the end of EYFS children will be able to talk about past
and present events in their own lives and in the lives of family members. They will be able to
use past, present and future forms accurately when talking about events that have happened
or are to happen in the future.
Key Stage 1
The National Curriculum at Key Stage 1 focuses on developing children’s awareness of the
past, using common words and phrases relating to the passing of time. They should know
where the people and events they study fit within a chronological framework and identify
similarities and differences between ways of life in different periods. Children should use a
wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. They should ask and answer questions,
choosing and using parts of stories and other sources to show that they know and understand
key features of events. They should understand some of the ways in which we find out about
the past and identify different ways in which it is represented. In planning to ensure the
progression described above, through teaching about the people, events and changes
outlined below, teachers may introduce pupils to historical periods that they will study more
fully at Key Stage 2.
Pupils should be taught about:
• Changes within living memory
• Events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or globally
• The lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national and
international achievements
• Significant historical events, people and places in their own locality
Key stage 2
The National Curriculum at Key Stage 2 should continue to allow children to develop a
chronologically secure knowledge and understanding of British, local and world history,
establishing clear narratives within and across the periods they study. They should note
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connections, contrasts and trends over time and develop the appropriate use of historical
terms. They should regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid questions about
change, cause, similarity and difference, and significance. Children should construct informed
responses that involve thoughtful selection and organisation of relevant historical
information. They should understand how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a
range of sources.
Pupils should be taught about:
• Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age
• The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain
• Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots
• The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of England to the time of Edward the
Confessor
• A local history study
• A study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge
beyond 1066
• The achievements of the earliest civilizations – an overview of where and when the first
civilizations appeared
• Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on the western
world • A non-European society that provides contrasts with British history – one study
chosen from: early Islamic civilization, including a study of Baghdad c. AD 900; Mayan
civilization c. AD 900; Benin (West Africa) c. AD 900-1300
Access for all
In history, teachers must ensure all children have access to appropriate materials and
resources in order to access their learning effectively. Where differentiation is by task, it is
based on the children’s ability to learn new information and apply it. The history leader liaises
closely with the SENco (Special Needs Co-ordinator), to ensure that all our children have
appropriate access to history, including provision of special resources or equipment where
necessary. This also applies for pupils who are new to English.
Assessment
The History leader will oversee planning and monitor pupil’s work. Throughout each unit, the
sticky knowledge and understanding will be assessed by the class teacher. In history lessons,
children are shown a success criteria which clearly outlines what they must do in order to be
a successful learner within that lesson. Children will be assessed through a range of formative
and summative assessments. For example: targeted questioning, specific individual feedback
and verbal responses. In KS2 students become more independent in their learning, taking part
in peer assessment and self-assessment. Summative assessments (e.g. end of unit
presentation) are also used formatively to help them improve. The children will have an end
of topic showcase as well as a tailored made quiz to help inform the teacher’s judgement
about the child’s retention of sticky knowledge and key learning elements of the unit of work.
The Role of the History Leader
The history leader leads the maintenance and development of the subject. They are
responsible for assuring quality and standards in the subject by:
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Taking the lead in the development, evaluation and amendment of schemes of work
as and when necessary.
Prioritises improvements for the teaching and learning of history across the school
and contributes to the school improvement plan, in consultation with the
Headteacher and Governing Body.
Ensures that the school’s senior leaders and governors are kept informed about the
quality of teaching and learning in history.
The subject leader will monitor children’s progress and will monitor and evaluate
history provision in the school by conducting regular work scrutiny, learning walks and
deep dives. They will use this data to inform the subject development plan, which will
detail how standards in the subject are to be maintained and developed further.
Leads by example by setting high standards in their own teaching and raises the profile
of history at Lady Margaret Primary School through best practice.
Model lessons, as appropriate, to new staff, ECTs and peers to support continued
professional development.
Monitors progression and continuity of history throughout the school through lesson
observations and regular monitoring of outcomes of work in history books.
Ensures that all staff have access to year group plans and the relevant resources which
accompany them.
Provides ‘expertise’ to assist staff in the delivery of the curriculum: ensures teachers
understand the requirements of the National Curriculum and supports them to plan
lessons.
The subject leader will ensure that all staff have access to professional development
including observations of outstanding practice in the subject.
Regularly prepares, organises, and leads insets and CPD activities to support staff in
developing areas of History where they feel less confident, facilitates joint
professional development – especially Lesson Study - and provides coaching and
feedback for teachers to improve pupil learning.
Evaluates, on a regular basis, the policy and scheme of work to ensure they form the
basis of practice of history within the school.
The subject leader will, on a regular basis, organise, audit and purchase whole school
and class-based history resources.
Reads widely around pedagogy relating to the learning and teaching of history; takes
responsibility for managing own professional development by participating in external
training, independent private study, engaging in educational research and scholarly
reading.
Develops opportunities for parents/carers to become more involved in history
education; keeps parents informed about history.
They will ensure the high quality of history displays around the school, present
certificates of achievement during end of term assemblies and involve the school in
‘celebrations’ of history, including participation in events such as showcase events.
The subject leader will extend relationships and make contacts beyond the school.
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